17 18 Work that established the testis as the driver of male development, and the Y-chromosome as 19 the bearer of the male-determining gene, established a working model, and set the stage for 20 the molecular age of mammalian sex determination. The discovery and characterization of 21 Sry/SRY at the top of the hierarchy in mammals launched the field in two major directions. The 22 first was to identify the downstream transcription factors and other molecular players that 23 drive the bifurcation of Sertoli and granulosa cell differentiation. The second major direction 24 was to understand organogenesis of the early bipotential gonad, and how divergence of its two 25 distinct morphogenetic pathways (testis and ovary) is regulated at the cellular level. This 26 review will summarize the early discoveries soon after Sry was identified, and focus on my 27 study of the gonad as a model of organogenesis. 28
205 bipotential period has concluded. The first cells to emerge from the CE (prior to E11.5) include 206 stromal cells and the bipotential supporting cell precursor population (Karl and Capel, 1998) , 207 competent to differentiation as granulosa cells, or to activate the Sry promoter and 208 differentiate as Sertoli cells (Mork et al., 2012a) . In some sense, the fetal granulosa cells act as 209 "place keepers" for the ovarian pathway until the definitive adult population arises. 210 211 Recruitment of other cell types in the gonad 212 213 Cell types other than supporting cells are present in the early gonad. Some of the cells that 214 make up the interstitial or stromal populations can also be lineage traced to the CE, but others 215 are recruited from sources extrinsic to the gonad. Previous work from Anne McLaren's lab 216 suggested that cells from the adjacent tissue, the mesonephros, migrated into the mouse 217 gonad (Buehr et al., 1993), but methods at the time did not lend themselves to a definitive 218 analysis. The development of the ROSA-gal (Soriano, 1999) , and subsequently, the ROSA-GFP 219 (Giel-Moloney et al., 2007) mouse lines facilitated tissue recombination experiments to 220 measure cell migration between tissues. These experiments showed that vascular endothelial 221 cells migrate into the XY but not the XX gonad. Migration was contingent on expression of 
